
Representing N-electron wave functions

Orbitals:  1-electron functions φ(r) 
Spin-orbials:  φ(x), x=r,σ

Spatial orbitals {φp(r)}, p=1, … ,M
Spin-orbitals: {φp(r)α, φp(r)β}

Determinants: N-electron functions
Φ0 = det{φ1,…, φn}

Exact wave function:
Ψ(x1,x2,…xn)=(1+C1+C2+ … CN)Φ0, where C1Φ0=Σci

aΦi
a

Spin-orbitals=one-electron basis 
Determinants=N-electron basis 



Approximations to the exact solution of the Schroedinger
equation  (in the finite one-electron basis set).

Ψ=(1+C1+C2+ … CN)Φ0, where C1Φ0=Σci
aΦi

a

1. Crudest approximation: use only one determinant 
Φ0 = det{φ1,…, φn}
Variational principles tells us how to choose “best”set of
orbitals to make the best Φ0: Hartree-Fock model
Non-linear equations for orbitals: F(φ)φi(x)=εiφi(x)

2. Beyond HF: Truncated CI 
CISD: Ψ=(1+C1+C2)Φ0 include Φ0 and all singly and doubly 
excited determinants

Hierarchy of approximations: HF->CISD->CISDT->….->FCI







We depend on truly remarkable error cancellation

Consider total energy of electron in hydrogen atom: 0.5 a.u.
Total energy of ethylene molecule: ~75 au
Total energy of GFP chromophore: ~700 au

Energy of a chemical bond: 0.2 au
Energy of molecular vibration: 0.01 au



We can solve electronic Schrodinger equation exactly only for very 
small systems - > need to introduce approximations 

How to obtain reliable results with approximate methods?

(a) For each system, improve the model until converged results are 
obtained

It is practically impossible to obtain fully converged (w.r.t. level  
of  theory) results

(b) Develop balanced approximations -> error cancellation
Well-defined hierarchy of approximations (models): 

"electrons & nuclei in -> energies out" 
Determine error bars for each model -> black-box tools





Calibration of electronic struture methods



Mean errors in bond distances, pm (10-12m=0.01 A)

These are systematic errors



Standard deviation of errors in bond distances, pm (10-12m=0.01 A)

These are non-systematic errors



Distribution of errors for calculated bond lengths in  closed-shell species

Helgaker et al., JCP 106 6430 (1997)
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Summary

Theoretical model chemistry  - pair of approximations 
( N-el/1-el).

Attributes of theoretical model chemistry:

1. Feasibility (timing) and scaling. E.g., HF(N3), MP2(N5), 
CCSD(N6). 
2. Accuracy (error bars).
3. Predictive ("electrons and nuclei in - energies out", no 
chemical intuition on input!).
4. Size-consistent/size extensive: if H=HA+HB, E=EA+EB).
5. Variational: E>= Eex.
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